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Bostock v. Clayton County, Georgia-
U.S. Supreme Court (June 15, 2020)

Holding: An Employer Who Fires an Individual Merely 
for Being Gay or Transgender Violates Title VII.
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 Prohibits discrimination based on sex, race, color, religion, 
national origin and now being gay or transgender.

 EEOC charge a prerequisite to suit.

 Covers employers with 15 or more employees.

Title VII of the Civil rights Act of 1964 (Title 
VII)

4

Discrimination on the basis of a protected class:

 A claimant must show that he or she was treated less favorably 
than a similarly situated person not in the same protected class.  
Upon making this showing, the employer has the burden to put 
forth a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason for the different 
treatment.  Then, the employee must set forth evidence to show 
that the reason proffered by the employer is false, and that the 
protected factor was the reason. 

What is Prohibited?

5

Harassment on the basis of a protected class:

 Harassment:  Unwelcome conduct that is severe and pervasive, 
unreasonably interferes with work performance, and creates an 
intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment for the affected 
individual.  The unwelcome conduct must be because of the 
protected class to be actionable harassment (e.g., race, religion, 
disability, age, etc.).

What is Prohibited?
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Retaliation for exercising any rights protected by these laws:

 It is illegal to retaliate against employee who has complained of 
alleged illegal activity or made a request to exercise a protected 
right.  

What is Prohibited?
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 The Supreme Court Recognizes Hostile Work Environment 
Harassment. In Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 65 
(1986), the Supreme Court defined hostile work environment as 
one where the sexual harassment is sufficiently severe or
pervasive as to “alter the conditions of the Complainant’s 
employment and create an abusive working environment.”

 Note that there is no requirement that the employee has a loss of 
a tangible job benefit to recover under a hostile environment claim. 
However, quid pro quo claims and hostile environment claims are 
often intermixed. 

1986: Hostile Work Environment Sexual 
Harassment Recognized
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 Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc., 523 U.S. 75 (1998), 
the Supreme Court declared that nothing in Title V11 necessarily 
bars a claim of discrimination “'because of ... sex” because the 
plaintiff and defendant (or the person charged with acting on 
behalf of the defendant) are of the same sex.

1998: Same-Sex Sexual Harassment 
Recognized
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3 evidentiary routes may be taken to prove a claim: 1) if the plaintiff 
were able to produce credible evidence that the harasser was a 
homosexual, this may create the inference of harassment because 
of sex, although evidence of sexual desire is not necessary; (2) if the 
plaintiff could present evidence such that a reasonable trier of fact 
could conclude that the harasser was motivated by general hostility 
to the presence of that sex in the workplace; and (3) if the plaintiff 
could present direct evidence of the harasser's treatment of 
members of both sexes to show that a particular sex is favored over 
the other in a mixed-sex work environment.

Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services
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 Supreme Court holds in 6-3 decision authored by Justice Gorsuch 
that Title VII prohibits discrimination against gay or transgender 
employees as a form of sex discrimination. 

 Supreme Court holds that “an employer who fires an individual for 
being homosexual or transgender fires that person for traits or 
actions it would not have questioned in member of a different sex.  
Sex plays a necessary and undisguisable role in the decision.”
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Bostock v. Clayton County, Georgia, 590 
U.S. __ (June 15, 2020)

 Dissenting opinions by Justices Alito joined by Justice Thomas, 
and a separate opinion by Justice Kavanaugh, basically opining 
that it is commonly understood that discrimination because of sex 
is different from discrimination because of “sexual orientation” or 
“gender identity.” 

 Supreme Court expressly noted that it was not addressing the 
topics of sex segregated bathrooms, locker rooms, or dress 
codes, or exemptions based on free exercise of religion.

Bostock v. Clayton County, Georgia, 590 
U.S. __ (June 15, 2020)
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 Update policies

 Disseminate and train

Follow up: 
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 Our Lady of Guadalupe School v. Morrissey-Berru, 591 U.S. __ 
(2020)

 United States Supreme Court, with opinion delivered by Justice 
Alito, ruled 7-2 that the 1st Amendment’s Religion Clauses 
foreclosed the adjudication of employment discrimination claims of 
two elementary school teachers at Roman Catholic schools.  

Ministerial Exemption from Employment 
Discrimination Claim: 

14

 The First Amendment provides that “Congress shall make no law 
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof.” 

 The Religion Clauses protect the right of churches and other 
religious institutions to decide matters of faith and doctrine without 
government intrusion. 

 Doctrine protects autonomy with respect to internal management 
decisions that are essential to the institution’s central mission, 
including the selection of employees who play key roles. 

Our Lady of Guadalupe School v. Morrissey-
Berru, 591 U.S. __ (2020)

15
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 Under “ministerial exemption,” courts must stay out of employment 
disputes involving those holding certain important positions with 
churches and other religious institutions.  

 Religion Clauses foreclose certain employment discrimination 
claims brought against religious organizations. Hosannna-Tabor 
Evangelical Lutheran Church and School v. EEOC, 565 U.S. 171 
(2012).

Our Lady of Guadalupe School v. Morrissey-
Berru, 591 U.S. __ (2020)

16

 Titles do not need to include the term “minister” and employees do 
not need formal religious training.

 Key factor is what an employee does: educating young people in 
their faith, including its teachings, and training them to live their 
faith are responsibilities that lie at the very core of a private 
religious schools mission. 

 A religious institution’s explanation of the role of its employees in 
the life of the religion in question is important.

Our Lady of Guadalupe School v. Morrissey-
Berru, 591 U.S. __ (2020)

17

 The dissent was written by Justice Sotomayor, joined by Justice 
Ginsburg, who expressed concern with the ruling that basically 
allowed the religious institution to dictate whether it believes its 
employees perform an important religious role.

Our Lady of Guadalupe School v. Morrissey-
Berru, 591 U.S. __ (2020)

18
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 Many restaurants have tipping policies, which can lead to possible 
sexual harassment or race-based wage gaps according to the 
EEOC.

 EEOC charges have been brought seeking to target tipping 
policies as a whole.

 Employers in this area should be aware of these charges and 
consider best practices in this area.

EEOC – Tipping Policies

19

 EEOC began a conciliation program in May 2020 which requires 
conciliation offers be approved by “appropriate level of 
management” before being shared with respondents

 EEOC “ACT” Pilot program (Access, Categories, Time) allows 
mediation for more categories & at all stages of investigation.

 Seem to be positive developments but questions remain.

EEOC – Changes in Conciliation  & Mediation

20

 EEOC has clarified that when it issues a right to sue letter, the fact 
that it has determined it will not proceed further with investigation 
is not a determination on the merits.

 Also, right to sue letter does not mean that the employer is in 
compliance with statutes.

 Right to sue letter is not determination on merits.  

 EEOC again went a step further to drop language “based on its 
investigation” and stated that “private proceedings or litigation may 
lead to court findings of discrimination or settlements…”

EEOC Revised Determination and Notice of 
Right to Sue Letters

21
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 Fluctuating Workweek Rule Finalized

 The DOL Wage &  Hour Division issued a new rule on the 
fluctuating workweek method.

 Calculating overtime pay is consistent with method of paying 
bonuses, premiums, other incentives.

 For non-exempt employees,1/2 the regular rates is acceptable

Department of Labor

22

 Confusion created when 29 C.F.R. §791.2 amended in 2020

 Recent Southern District of NY Court decision joined in by 18 
states was successful in invalidating part of the rule regarding 
vertical employment

 Leaves those employers without a regulation

 Joint employment subject to variety of factors

 Issues continue re employees versus independent contractors

 FLSA also creates uncertainty

DOL – Joint Employer Rule

23

 Whether a worker is properly classified as an independent 
contractor or as an employee has implication on many legal 
issues, such as entitlement to overtime, tax obligations, employee 
benefit plan participation, and unemployment rights.  

 On September, 2020, the DOL issued for the first time proposed 
interpretation to be codified to define employee versus 
independent contractor under the FLSA.  The rule would be only 
an interpretive guidance, and while courts must give DOL’s 
guidance deference, the Court will still make the determination as 
to each individual case.  

U.S. DOL Proposed Rule to Clarify Employee and 
Independent Contractor Status under FLSA

24
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 Adopts an “economic reality” test to determine a worker’s status 
as an FLSA employee or an independent contractor.  Test 
considers whether a worker is in business for himself or herself 
(independent contractor) or is economically dependent on a 
putative employer for work (employer) 

DOL Proposed Rule to Clarify Employee and 
Independent Contractor Status

25

 The Proposed Rule, to be codified at 29 CFR §§ 795.100-195, first 
would evaluate two core factors from the economic realities test: 

- The nature and degree of the worker’s control over the work; 

- The worker’s opportunity for profit of loss. 

If both factors point towards the same classification, there is 
substantial likelihood that the individual falls within the classification.  
If they point to opposed directions, then the three “other factors” are 
to be considered.

DOL Proposed Rule to Clarify Employee and 
Independent Contractor Status

26

 These other factors to serve as additional guideposts in the 
analysis are: 

-The amount of skill required for the work;

-The degree of permanence of the working relationship 
between the individual and the potential employer; 

- Whether the work is part of an integrated unit of production. 

DOL Proposed Rule to Clarify Employee and 
Independent Contractor Status

27
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 The proposed rule does contain discussions to assist the business 
in determining what they can impose as obligations without 
resulting in a conclusion that a worker is an employee, such as 
requiring an individual to comply with specific legal obligations, 
satisfy health and safety standards, carry insurance, or meet 
contractual deadlines or quality control standards.  

DOL Proposed Rule to Clarify Employee and 
Independent Contractor Status

28
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Harassment on the basis of a protected class:

 Harassment:  Unwelcome conduct that is severe and pervasive, 
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Governor Edward G. Rendell and has served for more than 10 years on the Pennsylvania
Interbranch Commission on Gender, Racial and Ethnic Fairness, a statewide commission
charged with making recommendations to the three branches of government on eliminating
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Memberships & A�liations

Awards & Distinctions

U.S. District Court, Middle District of
Pennsylvania

U.S. District Court, Western District of
Pennsylvania

Philadelphia Bar Association, Chancellor,
2013  
Philadelphia Bar Association, Cabinet
Member, 2005–2013 
Pennsylvania Bar Association, Vice
President - present 
Pennsylvania Bar Association, President-
Elect – 2020–2021 
Pennsylvania Bar Association, Voting
Member of House of Delegates for Zone
One, Philadelphia, 2003–present  
Pennsylvania Bar Association, Judicial
Candidate Evaluation Committee,
November 2002–present  
Philadelphia Association of Defense
Lawyers, Secretary   
Historical Society of the U.S. District Court,
Eastern District of Pennsylvania  
The Lawyers Club of Philadelphia

Board Positions 
Pennsylvania Bar Institute, Board of
Directors 
Philadelphia Bar Foundation, Board of
Directors 
Philly VIP, Board of Directors, former
member 
Philadelphia Defender Association, Board
of Directors, former member 
PILCOP, Board of Directors, former
member 
Friends of Farmworkers, Board of
Directors, former member 
Brehon Law Society, Board of Directors 
Forum of Executive Women, past board
member

 

Rated by American Lawyer and
Martindale-Hubbell as a Top
Rated Lawyer in Labor &
Employment, 2015 
National Diversity Council Legal
Leaders Award, 2014 
Gilbert Nurick Award,
Conference of County Bar
Leaders of the Pennsylvania
Bar Association, 2014 
AV® Preeminent™ Rated by
Martindale-Hubbell 
Philadelphia’s Top Rated
Lawyers, Insurance 
Included in the 2013
Pennsylvania Top 50 Women
list by Pennsylvania Super
Lawyers  
Selected for inclusion in
Pennsylvania Super Lawyers,
2006–2007, 2009–2020 
Top Rated Lawyer in Labor and

racial, gender and ethnic bias. She was appointed by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court to
serve as a member of the Pennsylvania Rules of Evidence Committee from 2006–2008.

Kathleen is a founding member of Villanova University School of Law's J. Willard O’Brien Inn of
Court (a member of American Inns of Court); in 2002–2003 she was Program Chair. In June
2004, Kathleen became the �rst woman president of the Inn of Court. In 2013, she was
honored by the Villanova Law Alumni Association and received the Gerald Abraham Alumni
Association Award for Service to Villanova Law School, as part of a program entitled “Our
Future in Focus: Advance, Transform, Lead.”  This award is presented each year to an alumna
who has exhibited outstanding leadership qualities and made signi�cant contributions
toward assisting the law school in ful�lling its mission and goals.

Kathleen has served as chancellor-elect, vice chancellor, secretary and assistant secretary of
the Philadelphia Bar Association, as well as co-chair of the State Civil Litigation Section, co-
chair of the Ruth Bader Ginsburg Essay Competition, co-chair of the Rules Committee, and co-
chair of the Women in the Profession Committee, among many other positions. She was
elected to the Board of Governors and served from 2001–2003.

Kathleen currently serves as the vice president and president-elect of the Pennsylvania Bar
Association. Kathleen is a past recipient of the Anne X. Alpern Award from the PBA Women in
the Profession Committee. This award is presented to a woman attorney who has had a
signi�cant professional impact in Pennsylvania, demonstrated leadership in her profession
and community, participated in mentoring activities and engaged in signi�cant activities on
behalf of women in the profession. Kathleen also sat on the Board of the PBA as Zone One
Governor, representing the lawyers of Philadelphia.

Professional Achievements  
National Judicial College: Member of Philadelphia Planning Committee, 2007, 2009, 2013 
National Association of Women Judges Conference: Member of Friends Committee planning
conference, 2007 
Villanova Law J. Willard O’Brien Inn of Court: President, 2004–2006; Immediate Past President,
2007; Program Chair, June 2003–2004; founding member of Inn 
Pennsylvania Supreme Court Rules of Evidence Committee: appointed by a Justice of
Supreme Court to provide recommendations concerning the Pennsylvania Rules of Evidence;
Member 2006–2008

Philadelphia Bar Association Additional Contributions 
Federal Courts Committee, Co-chair - present 
Secretary, 2008–2012 
Assistant Secretary, 2005–2007 
Board of Governors Member, January 2001–December 2003 
State Civil Litigation Section: Immediate Past Chair, 2019 Section Co-chair, 2006–2007; Section
Secretary, 2005 
Task Force for Civil Litigation Section: Member of Interim Executive Committee to State Civil
Litigation 
Section and assisted in creating the Section, June 2004–2005 
Executive Council of the State Civil Litigation Section; Member, 2005–2007 
State Civil Rules Committee: Committee Co-chair, 2003–2004; Member since 1997 
Commission on Judicial Selection and Retention, 2006–2007 & 2011–present 
Women in the Profession, Committee Co-chair, 1998–1999

Pennsylvania Bar Association Additional Contributions 
Zone One Governor 
Pennsylvania Bar Association, Civil Litigation Section: Executive Board, May 2004–2010 &
2013–present 
Mid-year Meeting, Co-chair, 2007 
Zone One Director of Political Action Committee of PBA, 2007–2010 
Zone One Trustee of Pennsylvania Bar Foundation, 2014–present 
Prepared and presented resolutions before Board of Governors and House of Delegates,
which adopted PBA Diversity Policy, and diversity representation on Nominating Committee,
2006 
Women in the Profession, Committee Co-chair, 2004–2006 
Helped develop and obtain PBA approval of part-time policies for lawyers, 2000

View Kathleen's exemplar trial experience.

https://www.wilsonelser.com/writable/files/National_Trial_Team/NTT_2020_Updates/ntt-jv-wilkinson_feb20.pdf


Education

Certi�cations/Licenses

Employment 
Top Rating from Avvo 
Top Rating from Lawyers.com 
Alumni of the Year, Kean
University, 2010 
Woman of Distinction, Kean
University, 2009 
Anne X. Alpern Award,
Pennsylvania Bar Association
Women in the Profession
Committee, 2008 
Woman of the Year, Legal
Intelligencer and Pennsylvania
Law Weekly, 2007–2008 
Villanova Law School Inn of
Court, President, 2004–2006 
Pennsylvania Bar Association,
Leadership Award, 2006

Villanova University School of Law, J.D.,
1981, Villanova Law Review, member; 
Reimel Moot Court Competition
Semi�nalist

Kean University, B.S., 1978, summa cum
laude and Phi Kappa Phi National Honor
Society

 

Areas of Focus
Professional Liability, D&O, and Insurance 
Kathleen has been involved in representing various professionals in liability actions,
malpractice, errors and omissions, directors and o�cers, and subpoena matters. The practice
includes assisting insurance agents and brokers in the preparation of insurance policies,
defending them in direct litigation and guiding them in responding to subpoenas. Kathleen
handles coverage matters and writes insurance policies for insurers and self-insured entities.

Product Liability 

Kathleen has defended numerous product liability cases for manufacturers and providers of
products or product information, involving pharmaceuticals, medical devices, industrial and
construction equipment, recreational and marine products, and household appliances. She
has also handled medical device claims, including catheters, clips, clamps, sprays, Hoyer lifts
and other devices.

Employment 
Kathleen has an extensive background in the area of employment and represents the
Philadelphia o�ce on the �rm's national Employment & Labor team. She has written
employment practice insurance policies and given numerous seminars on employment
liability. Kathleen has litigated employment cases in state and federal courts, at the EEOC,
state and local agency level, and in state and federal court. She also engages in non-binding
mediation of employment matters.

General Liability and Construction Experience 

Kathleen handles construction, general, dram shop, and premises liability, ranging from
minor matters, such as slip-and-fall accidents, to major, high-exposure incidents at
construction sites. Whether an injury stems from an accident or a crime, Kathleen is able to
advise clients on how best to handle the ensuing legal challenges.

Representative Matters
While Kathleen continually seeks and frequently achieves early resolutions, she is not afraid
to elevate matters to court if it helps to advance her clients' objectives.  She has tried many
cases to verdict at both the state and federal levels.

Currently handling the defense of two companies, which provide drug information, in more
than 300 pharmaceutical cases in the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia County, and
have obtained dismissals from over 65 cases to date.

Successfully defended a case against a clip manufacturer in state court in Cincinnati, OH. The
plainti� mother donated a kidney to her son and nearly died from the alleged failure of a clip
used to close the renal artery, which led to severe bleeding and damage to all major organs.
Duration of this highly technical case was several years, and a favorable outcome was
obtained for the client. The demand was $20 million. This case was successfully mediated.

Reached nominal settlement of a New Jersey case against a catheter manufacturer.

Obtained a defense verdict in a New Jersey case against elevator maintenance company.

Obtained defense verdicts in mass tort cases in Philadelphia County on many occasions for
lack of su�cient product identi�cation or exposure by plainti� to clients’ products. 

Successfully defended and obtained the dismissal of a latex manufacturer due to lack of
involvement with latex in its gloves.

Tried a case in federal court in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania federal court against a
medical device spray company that settled shortly after cross-examination of the plainti�.

Successfully defended construction company and owner in case involving a death and alleged
brain injury allegedly sustained in an accident following the design and installation of an
elevator.  Settlement demand was in excess of $10 million. Obtained dismissal of
construction company and obtained nominal settlement for owner.

Successfully defended construction company in case involving a death following an alleged
fall from a multi-story building during construction.  Case involved very complex indemnity
and insurance issues with settlement demand of $20 million.

http://www.wilsonelser.com/about/align
https://www.wilsonelser.com/services/160-national_trial_team


Successfully defended construction company and owner in suit involving electrical burns
during installation of power to a construction site, resulting in dismissal of owner and
nominal settlement for construction company.  Settlement demand was in excess of $10
million.

Obtained summary judgment on many occasions in favor of construction companies
involving statutory employer defense.

Successfully defended against injunction sought to force insurer to pay insurance policy
proceeds into court.

Obtained revision of insurance policy with dismissal of client insurer from suit.

Successfully defended insurance brokers on many occasions involving allegations of potential
gap in coverage with dismissal of brokers from suits.

Obtained dismissal of insurance broker from suit pending in Eastern District of Pennsylvania
federal court seeking over a million dollars in damages if prize policy placed by broker did not
cover casino winnings. 
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